
 Abstract4Steganography is the technique of concealing se-

cret data in a physical object, such as a database, video, image,

audio, QR code, and DNA sequence&. The DNA sequence is

also considered for data hiding problems with the strong devel-

opment of Bioinformatics. Many proposed algorithms to con-

ceal data in DNA and RNA sequences, but they could not in-

crease the amount of hidden data. In this study, we propose a

DNA steganography algorithm for improving the embedded ca-

pacity in the DNA sequence. The algorithm uses the DNA-XOR

technique based on the XOR operation. The secret data are en-

coded to a DNA sequence and then matched with the original

DNA sequence by DNA-XOR operation to make a new DNA se-

quence. By this algorithm, we can embed two bits for each nu-

cleotide. Moreover, with many kinds of combinations of nucleo-

tides, the algorithm shows that the proposed method also im-

proves the security of hidden data.

Index Terms4Steganography, DNA sequence, XOR opera-

tion, DNA-XOR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography  is  the  technique  of  concealing  a  secret

data within a message or physical object such as database,

image, audio, video, etc. [1-6]. Nowadays, many researchers

studied data hiding methods for digital images [1-3]. 

Biological computing, including Bioinformatics, has sup-

ported researchers exploit techniques, which hide secret data

in DNA (Deoxyribose nucleic acid)  sequences,  RNA (Ri-

bonucleic acid) sequences, and protein structures. 

In 1953, two famous genetic scientists, Watson and Crick

found  the  DNA  sequence  structure  [7].  In  the research,

DNA is the genetic material in each organism, consisting of

humans, animals, and plants. DNA data is stored in a com-

puter system with four nucleotide bases consist of Adenine

(A), Guanine (G),  Cytosine (C) và Thymine (T).  Nucleo-

tides combined into a DNA sequence by rule A pair with T

and C pairs with G.

In 2012, Church et al. [8] proposed a study by using DNA

sequence  to  store  data,  based  on  DNA synthesis  and  se-

quencing in Next Generation DNA Sequencing (NGS) by
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using DNA microchips. With these discoveries, concealing

data in a DNA microchip will be fairly rewarding for cryp-

tographers. However, with current technologies, DNA mi-

crochips are still quite expensive, the scientists have imple-

mented  hiding  data  in  DNA  sequences,  which  are  taken

from the website of the Information Technology Center in

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [9]

or the website of the European Bioinformatics Institute in

Ensembl (EMBL-EBI) [10].  In 2002, Shimanovsky et al.

[11]  presented  two methods  for  hiding  data  in  DNA and

RNA. The first technique allows embedding the secret data

in a non-coding DNA sequence, which is a DNA sequence

that has not been transcripted and transferred to the genetic

sequence.  The second technique is used by scientists to or-

ganize  data  in  active  coding  without  converting  it  to  the

Amino Acid sequence. The techniques in this study can be

used  in  the  protection  of  intellectual  property  rights  in

biotechnology. Based on the analysis of Shimanovsky, many

researchers  have  studied  hiding  secret  data  in  DNA  se-

quences [12-18], especially in non-coding regions. 

In 2019, AI-Harbi et al. [19] presented some techniques

for  DNA-based  steganography  in  security  analysis.  The

study showed the  advantages and disadvantages of  a  few

methods, then suggested ways to improve the techniques for

the DNA hiding field.  Singh and Sharam [20] provided a

review of nineteen existing algorithms of DNA-based cryp-

tography.

To improve the embedded capacity, this study proposes

an algorithm for  data hiding in  DNA sequences by using

DNA-XOR operation. The rest of  our work deals with the

related studies, the proposed algorithm, and the implementa-

tion results. Section II introduces the methods of hiding in-

formation in the study of Shiu et al. [12]. Improving the data

hiding algorithm with a higher capacity of embedding data

by substitution method will be presented in the third section.

Section  IV shows the implementation results of the study.

Conclusions and future studies will be shown in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORK 

In 2010, Shiu et al. [12] proposed three methods for con-

cealing data based on the properties of DNA sequences. 

The first method, the Insertion method, was performed by

coding a DNA sequence to a binary string by the rule A -

00, C - 01, G -10, T - 11, then dividing the binary string into

segments with size k bits. One secret data bit is inserted at

the beginning of  each segment,  then merged all segments

into a new binary string, and decoded into a pseudo-DNA

sequence. On the receiver9s side, the hiding data will be ex-

tracted at the beginning segments by the same rule, and then

merge into a binary string of hiding data.

The second method, Complementary Pair, uses dynamic

programming to find the longest complimentary substring,

and  then  uses  complementary  rule,  ((AC)(CG)(GT)(TA)).

Each complementary substring is placed between the same

nucleotide,  for  example,  TACGT. The secret  data will  be

embedded before the complementary substring, by the rules

00-A, 01-C, 10-G, and 11-T. For instance, with the DNA se-

quence  S=ACGTAGCTGTTCTGTTCTCCTTCATGGAT

and the secret data m=9101101009=9GTCA9, we can find a

complementary substring (bold characters), and then insert a

nucleotide before each complementary substring. The em-

bedded  DNA  sequence  is  S9=ACGGTAGCTGTTTCT-

GTTCCTCCTTCAATGGAT. The hidden data will be ex-

tracted by the same algorithm with the embedding process,

finding a complementary substring and then extracting the

nucleotide  before  the  substring.  Finally,  the  binary  string

will be decoded from extracted nucleotides.

 

Fig. 1. Embedding process in the study [12]

The third method, the Substitution Method, employed the

Complementary rule (x, C(x)). If the secret bit is 0, skip nu-

cleotide, otherwise, alter the nucleotide x to nucleotide C(x),

as in <Fig. 1=.

On the receiver  side,  the DNA sequence, which brings

hidden data (fake), is compared with the original sequence

(Orig).  If  a  nucleotide in  fake is  equal to  a nucleotide in

Orig,  we get  hidden  bit  0,  otherwise,  the  hidden  bit  is  1

<Fig. 2=. 

The methods did not improve the embedded capacity. So,

in this study, we introduce a data hiding algorithm to im-

prove the capacity, but still against massive attacks, in the

following section.  

III. PROPOSED STEGANOGRAPHY ALGORITHM 

A. Embedding process 

This  study  improves  the  embedding  capacity  by  using

DNA-XOR  technique.  We  consider  a  nucleotide  is  pre-

sented by two bits, for example A - 00, C - 01, G 3 10, and

T -11.  Based on XOR operation between two binary bits,

we can build a table of DNA-XOR (Table 1). With this idea,

we can embed two secret bits for each nucleotide, so that,

the proposed algorithm can take more capacity than Shiu9s

[12] study.

TABLE 1. DNA-XOR TABLE

A C G T

A A C G T

C C A T G

G G T A C

T T G C A

To embed message into a DNA Sequence, we can per-

form by following process,

Step 1: Encrypt Message to DNAseq by the rules, A -

00, C - 01, G 3 10, and T -11

Step 2: Embed DNAseq into RefSeq using DNA-XOR

table in Table 1

Fig. 3 shows the Embedding phase of the proposed algo-

rithm. 

Message may be a text or other format, so it must be en-

crypt to DNA sequence (Fake). To easy known, we assume

that the message is in binary string. 

 

Fig. 3. The embedding process

Fig. 2.  Extraction process in the study [12]
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B. Extraction process 

To extract the hidden data, 

Firstly, we match the Embedded Seq with the original

DNA sequence (RefSeg) by using the DNA-XOR

table (Table 1), and get the Extracted Seg. 

Then,  decrypt  the  Extracted  Seg  to  bynary  seqence

(Message)

Fig. 4 presents Extraction process of this algorithm. 

Fig. 4. Extraction process

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this study, we implemented the data hiding algorithm

by  Matlab  programming  language  on  Core  i5  Computer

with 8GB RAM. DNA sequences database was downloaded

from the NCBI website [9]. 

Compared with Shiu et al.9s algorithm, the proposed algo-

rithm improved the embedded capacity  of  the  secret  data

hidden in DNA sequences. (Table 2)

TABLE 2. COMPARING THE EMBEDDED CAPACITY OF THE PROPOSED

ALGORITHM WITH AN ALGORITHM IN [12]

DNA 

Sequence

Number of

nucleotide

s

Shiu [12] 

algorithm 

Proposed 

algorithm

AC153526 200117 200117 400234

AC166252 149884 149884 299768

AC167221 204841 204841 409682

AC168874 206488 206488 412976

AC168901 191456 191456 382912

AC168907 194226 194226 388452

AC168908 218028 218028 436056

Average 195005 195005 390010

Fig. 5 shows the difference of nucleotide between the pro-

posed  method,  presents  by  the  yellow  bars,  and  Shiu9s

method [12], shows in the green bars, with the Refence se-

qence. Although hiding data of the proposed method signifi-

cantly changes the value of each nucleotide in the DNA se-

quence,  the  difference  in  nucleotides  of  both  methods  is

negligible  compared  to  the  reference DNA sequence.  For

example, after embedding data in the DNA sequence with

code AC166252, the number of Nucleotides A, C, G, and T

are 39000, 34700, 35200, and 40100, respectively. The re-

sults show that the proposed algorithm can balance with the

original DNA sequence, therefore, detecting data hiding in

the reference DNA sequence will be more difficult. 

Fig. 5.  The difference of nucleotide

Because we use the DNA-XOR table, the data extraction

will be more difficult for the people who want to obtain the

secret data. So, the proposed algorithm also improves the se-

curity of the hidden data in the DNA sequence. This charac-

teristic is an important condition in data hiding problems

V. CONCLUSION

There  are many  data  hiding  algorithms in  DNA  se-

quences,  but  most  of  these  algorithms either  increase  the

size of the reference DNA sequence or can not improve the

embedded  capacity.  The  proposed  algorithm can  improve

the  capacity  of  embedding  data,  which  hide  in  DNA se-

quences. For each nucleotide, the algorithm can embed two

data bits. With a character (8 bits) in the text file, we use

four nucleotides, so we can embed a 1MB text file into a

DNA sequence of 4MB size. Moreover, the algorithm also

improves the security for anyone who wants to get secrete

data. 

In 2020, Tabalabaei et al.  proposed a new technique for

recording information in DNA backbone [21].   This tech-

niqe can change the storage devices technology, and helps

researchers more improve DNA steganography  methods.
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